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About Conference

Martyrs’ Memorial Institute for Research (MMRI) and Institute of Inclusive Governance Hyderabad (IIGH) jointly organizing the first South India Level Research Scholars Conference (SRC) on 16th and 17th February 2019 at Hyderabad, Telangana State on the theme, Reflecting & Revitalizing Research - (Indigenous Knowledge Perspective for Research).

SRC is designed to reflect and revitalize the present research to address the national and international problems through the indigenous knowledge perspective. The present conference will make an attempt to create a platform to reflect on existing practices in the research and give a direction to the research for its resurgence. The conference is aimed to give direction for a paradigm shift from the narrow research to obtain the Doctoral degrees to find the indigenous solutions to indigenous problems. These efforts should find the place in the global scientific research. This conference is a beginning for the future continuous efforts to explore the indigenous knowledge systems from the celebrated artesanis knowledge system, culture, and tradition in the light of sustainable development and will be institutionalized for policy making. It finds national roots for global solutions.

About MMRI

In this endeavor, Martyrs’ Memorial Research Institute (MMRI) and Institute of Inclusive Governance (IIGH) collaborated to work together in the mission of reshaping the research across the disciplines of knowledge to reflect and rethink about the present research in the country.

Martyrs’ Memorial Institute for Research (MMRI) was established in 1991 and working for the solutions the problems which aims at policy research formulation in this direction based on the nationalist ideas. MMRI organizes series of workshops seminars surveys and develops academic assets for the policy formulation and practices.

About IIGH

Institute of Inclusive Governance (IIGH) will focus on in the inclusive areas of areas of leadership and management to fulfill the vision and mission of Ramabahu Mhilli Prathodhini. IIGH rigorously engaged in public awakening training, development in 360-degree approach. IIGH committed for conducting need based research studies that effectively lead the transformation of society and organization and ensuring the best experience and skill up gradation to user groups and student community.

ABVP- Akhil Bharatiya Vidyarthi Parishad, which is the largest student organization in India. Since its establishment in 1949, the organization has been serving the nation as a whole and the student community in particular. With the sole aim of imparting ‘knowledge, character, and unity’ among the students, the Nationalist student organization takes pride in the rich cultural, heritage, tradition, and history of India and therefore cultivates Nationalist feeling amongst the students.

- Quality research issues and challenges
- Parameters of Quality research papers
- Contextual problems in India in generating policies (Policy research)
- Evolving artesanis knowledge system through university research
- Protecting institutional structure for sustainable development of Villages and their decentralization
- Nation building process - role of research
- Aspirations of emerging India
- Role models
- Indigenous ideas to ensure high quality in work (Research)
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